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Embodied CO2

ABSTRACT
Given the performance and efficiency optimizations realized by
the computer systems and architecture community over the last
decades, the dominating source of computing’s carbon footprint
is shifting from operational emissions to embodied emissions. These
embodied emissions owe to hardware manufacturing and infrastructurerelated activities. Despite the rising embodied emissions, there is
a distinct lack of architectural modeling tools to quantify and optimize the end-to-end carbon footprint of computing. This work
proposes ACT, an architectural carbon footprint modeling framework, to enable carbon characterization and sustainability-driven
early design space exploration. Using ACT we demonstrate optimizing hardware for carbon yields distinct solutions compared to
optimizing for performance and efficiency. We construct use cases,
based on the three tenets of sustainable design—Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle—to highlight future methods that enable strong performance and efficiency scaling in an environmentally sustainable
manner.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Architectures; hardware;
• Hardware → integrated circuits.
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Figure 1: Given the efficiency improvements and increasing
hardware complexity over the last decade, carbon footprint
for mobile systems has shifted from operational to embodied
emissions; a large portion of these emissions owe to manufacturing processors, memory, and storage (left). To enable
sustainable computing we must consider the three tenets of
environmental design: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. This work
demonstrates one example of each tenet (bolded) in mobile
systems (right).

1

INTRODUCTION

Environmental sustainability is an existential threat to society that
requires collective and immediate action across all communities
and industries. Over the last two decades, the world has witnessed
a dramatic rise in computing demand fueled by new applications
at the edge and cloud-scale. Unfortunately, this rise incurs high
energy and environmental overheads worldwide. As of 2019, estimates show the energy consumed by operating information and
computing technologies (ICT) accounts for 2% of worldwide carbon
emissions, half that of the aviation industry [7, 36]. If left unchecked,
ICT may consume up to 8% of worldwide emissions over the next
decade [7]. This work, ACT, tackles ICT’s rising carbon footprint by
designing a framework to quantify and optimize emissions across
end-to-end hardware lifetimes.
Existing efforts target operational emissions. Since the early
2000s, a plethora of efficiency optimizations have been proposed
and adopted to counter ICT’s environmental overheads. These efficiency optimizations have primarily targeted operational emissions
resulting from energy consumption. For example, data centers have
seen a 5×, 8×, and 3× energy efficiency improvement in compute,
storage, and networking, respectively [55]. At the mobile-scale,
Figure 1 illustrates efficiency optimizations have reduced the operational footprint between an iPhone 3 (2009) and an iPhone 11
(2019) by 2.5×.
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Figure 2: This work proposes ACT a high-level framework
that comprises an architectural carbon footprint model and
carbon-optimization metrics to characterize the end-to-end
carbon footprint of systems. Based on this characterization,
in this work we consider an example reuse-based, reducebased, and recycling-based case study to demonstrate the
breadth of ACT.
Dominating emissions source shifts towards manufacturing. Given the efficiency improvements and increasing prevalence
of renewable energy [36, 37, 59, 103], the dominating source of ICT’s
carbon emissions is shifting from operational to infrastructurerelated activities [36]. In 2019, Apple reported hardware manufacturing accounted for 74% of its overall footprint; in comparison,
operational use of all its devices accounted for 19%. Similarly, at
the individual system-level, for an iPhone 11 Figure 1 (left) shows
manufacturing (red) and operational use (blue) account for 79%
and 17% of the emissions, respectively; the remaining 4% owe to
product transport and recycling [11]. More specifically, nearly half
of Apple’s emissions from hardware manufacturing come from
fabricating integrated circuits (IC’s) such as processors, memory,
storage [8, 36]. Consequently, many technology companies (e.g., Apple, Facebook, Microsoft) have pledged to achieve carbon neutrality
across their supply-chains in the coming decade [8, 28, 57]. Achieving carbon neutral supply-chains requires tackling ICT’s emissions
across life cycle phases, from both hardware manufacturing and use.
Pressing need for architectural carbon accounting. Tackling
ICT’s carbon footprint from hardware manufacturing requires us to
fundamentally rethink the design and implementation of computer
systems. Inspired by the tenets of environmentally sustainable design [4]—Reduce, Reuse, Recycle—Figure 1 (right) shows example
hardware and software optimizations that tackle ICT’s rising carbon
footprint. However, a pre-requisite for realizing these optimizations
is understanding the salient carbon bottlenecks across hardware
life cycles. Unfortunately, unlike the myriad available tools to quantify hardware energy consumption [13, 20, 25, 47, 51, 53], there is a
distinct lack of methodologies to understand the carbon footprint of
system hardware. Current methods to quantify emissions from system hardware require using Life Cycle Analysis tools (LCA’s) [14].
While LCA tools categorize emissions across hardware manufacturing, transport, use, and recycling, LCA’s do not provide detailed
breakdowns of IC footprints which is necessary for carbon-aware
design space exploration.
In this paper, we propose, ACT, an carbon modeling tool to enable carbon-aware design space exploration. As shown in Figure 2,

ACT comprises an analytical, architectural carbon-footprint model
and use-case dependent optimization metrics to estimate the carbon
footprint of hardware. The proposed model estimates emissions
from hardware manufacturing (i.e., embodied carbon) based on
workload characteristics, hardware specifications, semiconductor
fab characteristics, and environmental factors. ACT addresses a crucial gap in quantifying and enabling sustainability-driven hardware
design space exploration, and serves as a call-to-action for computer architects to consider sustainability as a first-order citizen,
alongside performance, power, and area (PPA).
Using ACT we conduct a series of case studies to optimize mobilescale systems’ carbon footprint. Given the wide design space, we
conduct a case study inspired by each of the three tenets of sustainable design as shown in Figure 2. First, in the context of systems, a fundamental example of reuse is the trade-off between
programmable hardware used across applications and applicationspecific hardware (ASIC). We conduct a case study quantifying
the balance between PPA and carbon footprint of programmable
and specialized mobile hardware. Second, designing leaner systems
reduces systems’ carbon footprint. Given the efficiency benefits
of ASICs, we demonstrate that minimizing hardware resources
while meeting quality-of-service (QoS) targets reduces overall carbon footprint. Third, recycling systems and individual components
can indirectly lower embodied footprints as fewer IC’s are manufactured over time. We demonstrate enabling second-life through
extending mobile lifetimes and improving hardware reliability can
lower overall carbon footprints.
The core contributions of this work are:
(1) We propose ACT an architectural carbon modeling tool that
comprises an extensible model to quantify the carbon footprint of processing elements, memory, and storage. The model
enables researchers to quantify emissions from hardware manufacturing and use (Section 3).
(2) We propose a set of use-case dependent carbon optimization
metrics based on system and environmental factors. Using example mobile platforms, we show the metrics—carbon-delay,
carbon-energy, carbon2 -energy and carbon-energy2 product—
yield distinct optimal designs from PPA optimization (Section 4).
(3) Reuse: Using ACT, we quantify the trade-off between programmable and specialized hardware. While ASICs improve efficiency,
general purpose hardware incurs lower carbon emissions from
manufacturing, improving overall carbon footprints by up to
1.8× (Section 6).
(4) Reduce: We demonstrate leaner accelerators can minimize carbon footprint while meeting QoS requirements. The optimal
accelerator design varies based on the carbon optimization target. Compared to PPA optimized designs, carbon-aware design
space exploration reduces the footprint of AI accelerators by
up to 3× (Section 7).
(5) Recycle: We demonstrate extending hardware life cycles to enable second-life of systems and components can lead to lower
footprint systems. Using SSD-based storage as an example, devoting additional hardware resources to improve reliability reduces the overall carbon footprint of devices by nearly 2× (Section 8).
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Broadening access. To catalyze further investigation into sustainable system design the underlying ACT’s model and the configurable parameters are made available to the community.

2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
2.1 Sustainability-driven system design
Given the rising carbon footprint of ICT, many technology companies, including Apple, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft, have
pledged to curtail their environmental footprints [8, 28, 35, 57].
Recent efforts at the cloud-scale enable renewable energy-driven
warehouse-scale data centers [6, 16, 24, 66, 97]. Furthermore, application developers design tools to characterize the carbon footprint
of salient workloads. Within the domain of AI, researchers have
quantified the impact of large neural network training on carbon
footprints [37, 59, 96, 103]. Despite the growing interest in sustainable computing, these recent efforts focus predominantly on
optimizing emissions from operational use. ACT goes further to
consider the impact of both hardware manufacturing and use over
system lifetimes.

2.2

Emissions across phases of hardware life
cycles

To quantify the carbon footprint of computer systems, we analyze
emissions across hardware life cycles. Figure 3 illustrates hardware
life cycles are split into four main phases:
• Hardware manufacturing: emissions from manufacturing IC’s (e.g., processors, memories, storage devices) due to
energy, chemicals, and gases used by fabs.
• Hardware transport: emissions from transporting hardware from fabs to end users.
• Operational use: emissions from running software on given
hardware resources due to energy consumption.
• End-of-life processing and recycling: emissions from
recycling hardware units.
Carbon impact of life cycle phases. Gupta et al. survey myriad consumer devices (e.g., mobile phones, wearable devices, desktops, tablets, personal assistants), warehouse scale data centers (e.g.,
Google, Facebook), and semiconductor fabs (e.g., Intel, TSMC) [36]
— the majority of emissions in computing platforms comes from
hardware manufacturing. Figure 1 (left) shows that, for an iPhone 3,
manufacturing and operational use account for 45% and 49% of emissions, respectively (remaining 6% owe to transport and end-of-life
processing). For an iPhone 11, in comparison, manufacturing and
operational use account for 79% and 17% of emissions, respectively.
The shift in emissions towards hardware manufacturing owes to
higher manufacturing overheads from advanced process technology and IC complexity as well as lower operational footprint from
improved energy efficiency. Due to this shift, there is a pressing

Figure 4: Embodied carbon estimates for the IC’s in two example platforms: iPhone 11 (left) and iPad (right) using ACT and
LCA’s. Unlike the opaque LCA’s, ACT provides detailed carbon footprint breakdowns for each IC enabling hardware
design space exploration.
need to develop tools to quantify emissions across all life cycle
phases.

2.3

Limits of tools quantifying emissions from
manufacturing

Given the importance of hardware carbon footprints, academia and
industry have developed a number of tools to quantify emissions
across hardware life cycles. In particular, the methodologies fall
into two categories: (i) exergy-based models from the system’s
community and (ii) life cycle analysis tools (LCA’s) and product
environmental reports from environmental engineering domains.
This section outlines these methods and highlights their limitations
to motivate the design of ACT.
Limitations of energy balance analysis. The computer systems and architecture community has proposed exergy-based environmental accounting [23]. Exergy follows an energy-balance
approach to quantifying the environmental impact of servers during fabrication and use. Compared to directly optimizing for carbon
footprint, the energy-balance approach simplifies the design space
for sustainable systems. In particular, the impact of renewable energy during manufacturing and use is not considered. Complementing exergy, this work considers the direct carbon footprint from
hardware manufacturing and operational use, such as carbon and
global warming potential emissions, while capturing newer process
technology nodes.
Limitations of life cycle analysis tools. While LCA tools
are used in industry to generate environmental product reports,
they are ill-suited to guide system and hardware design space exploration. LCA tools are developed by environmental scientists to
quantify the environmental footprint of products—not just computing devices—across life cycles [46, 94, 95]. Unfortunately, LCA’s
use coarse-grained information to estimate life cycle emissions.
For instance, EIO-LCA [46] estimates carbon emissions based on
the economic cost of electronics; typically, the component cost is
translated to carbon based on a coarse, industry-wide scale factor. However, given the economic cost implications, the EIO-LCA’s
may not enable designers to conduct comparative analyses between
systems or hardware components to guide design space exploration.
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Figure 5: Proposed ACT carbon footprint model. The model accounts for emissions from both hardware manufacturing and
use (red). To quantify emissions from hardware manufacturing we aggregate the footprint from SoC’s, memories, storage, and
packaging (green). The main modeling parameters that set the footprint of each IC are shown in blue. To instantiate the carbon
model we leverage industry environmental reports and detailed fab characterization (yellow).
In addition to the economic cost-based LCA’s, another class of
LCA tools use database-based approaches [95]. The database-based
LCA tools take as input a system’s bill of materials to estimate
carbon footprint. This approach can be used for characterizing the
platform-level carbon footprint [22] but the coarse granularity of
the databases is insufficient for early hardware design space exploration. Furthermore, database-based LCA tools [95] build atop
emission data on older process technologies (e.g., 45nm and earlier). As such, these LCA tools are insufficient for fluid data-driven,
hardware carbon accounting and design optimization for future
systems.
Finally, based on the aforementioned LCA tools, product environmental reports published by industry provide only coarse-grained
and opaque carbon footprint data. To highlight the need for detailed architectural carbon footprint models for early hardware
design space exploration, Figure 4 estimates the embodied carbon emissions for two example platforms—iPhone (left) and iPad
(right)—based on ACT and industry product environmental reports
(LCA) [9, 10]. We compare the embodied emissions from IC’s only.
Industry product environmental reports categorize emissions into
hardware manufacturing, transport, use, and recycling. Apple’s
sustainability reports illustrate that roughly half, 44%, the manufacturing footprint of all devices owe to IC’s [8, 36]. Using this
average, we estimate the IC embodied footprint to be 23kg CO2
and 28kg CO2 for the iPhone and iPad, respectively. While helpful
in understanding platform-level footprints, these estimates lack a
detailed breakdown of emissions from IC’s, precluding their use
for data-driven, productive, sustainability-aware hardware design.
In contrast, ACT enables hardware design space exploration by
empowering hardware designers to quantify the carbon footprint
for individual IC’s. Central to ACT is an analytical architectural
carbon model fueled primarily by publicly reported carbon and
environmental footprint characterization of semiconductor fabs
and hardware vendors. Recent work, such as the GreenChip framework, takes a similar approach to assessing the carbon impact
of integrated circuits [21, 48]. However, GreenChip is based on
older process technology nodes and uses a parametric fabrication
model [58] to estimate the embodied carbon footprint of processors fabricated in 90nm, 65nm, 45nm, and 28nm process nodes.
Similarly, publicly available LCA tools assume much older process
technologies [19]. For instance, the Fairphone 3 implements 14nm
LPDDR4 for DRAM and 10nm NAND Flash for storage; however,

its LCA estimates both memory and storage using a 50nm DDR3
process [60]. This is not representative of state-of-the-art memory
and storage manufacturing technologies. Furthermore, while the
Fairphone 3 implements a 14nm CPU, the publicly available LCA
estimates emissions using 32nm technology. Appendix A provides
further detail. In contrast, ACT is a predictive carbon model that
builds off data directly from industry fabs and hardware vendors to
provide sufficient accuracy to study carbon footprint trends from
28nm down to 3nm, allowing computer architects to estimate the
footprint of future platforms in modern technologies.
To estimate the platforms’ embodied emissions, ACT aggregates
the footprint of each IC (i.e., bottom-up) including, processors (e.g.,
processors and SoC’s), DRAM memories, and SSD-based storage.
The hardware specifications for each platform are based on publicly
available device-level teardowns [30, 31]. As shown in Figure 4,
ACT estimates the IC’s embodied footprint to be 17kg CO2 and 21kg
CO2 for the iPhone and iPad, respectively. The detailed breakdown
of emissions for each IC enable designers to quantify and optimize
emissions for future sustainable systems. Section 3 details the design
and implementation of the proposed carbon footprint modeling
tool.

3

ACT: ARCHITECTURAL CARBON
MODELING TOOL

In this section we propose ACT, an architectural carbon modeling
tool to quantify the carbon footprint of systems. First, we describe
the overall carbon footprint model which accounts for both operational and embodied emissions. As operational emissions are
better understood by the systems and computer architecture community [16, 24, 37, 59, 97], we focus on detailing the embodied emissions aspects of the model. Second, we describe the carbon-centric
optimization targets to enable sustainable system and hardware
design space exploration.

3.1

Carbon Footprint Model

Figure 5 illustrates the overall carbon footprint, categorized into operational and embodied emissions, that underscores ACT. Over the
last two decades, the computer architecture community has developed myriad tools and methods to quantify operational emissions
by estimating and measuring utilization effectiveness [3, 15], energy
consumption [20, 25, 53], and carbon intensity [1, 37]. ACT builds
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Table 1: Input parameters in ACT architectural carbon model.
Parameter
T
LT
Nr
Kr
A
p
MPA
EPA
CIuse
CIfab
GPA
Y
CPA
EDRAM
ESSD
EHDD

Description
App. execution time
HW lifetime
Number of ICs
IC packaging footprint
IC Area
Process node
Procure materials
Fab energy
HW CO2 intensity
Fab CO2 intensity
GHG from fab
Fab yield
CO2 from fab
DRAM embodied CO2
SSD embodied CO2
HDD embodied CO2

Range
From SW profiling
1-10 years
From HW design
0.15 kg CO2
From HW design (cm2 )
3-28 nm
∼0.50kg CO2 per cm2
0.8-3.5 kWh per cm2
30-700 g CO2 per kWh
30-700 g CO2 per kWh
0.1-0.5 kg CO2 per cm2
0-1
0.1-0.4 kg CO2 per cm2
0-0.6 kg CO2 per GB
0-0.03 kg CO2 per GB
0-0.12 kg CO2 per GB

off these techniques to quantify operational emissions. Unlike previous tools, ACT estimates embodied carbon emissions by separately
considering the footprint of application processors (e.g., SoC’s),
DRAM-based memories, NAND Flash based storage, HDD’s, and IC
packaging, as shown in green (Figure 5). Parameters that determine
embodied emissions for each component are shown in blue—-for
example, area, fab energy and gaseous intensity per area, yield, and
raw materials for SoC’s. Table 1 defines each of the parameters.
The Appendix provides additional details on how the parameters
are configured, based on data from semiconductor fabs [33] and
industrial environmental reports [98, 99]. Below we present the
proposed carbon model in detail.
The ACT carbon footprint model is designed to quantify the
emissions of running a software application on given hardware
substrate. The overall emissions, CF, are the combination of the
operational (OPCF ) and embodied (ECF ) emissions. The embodied
emissions are discounted based on the application run-time, T, and
the overall lifetime of the system, LT. Typical lifetime for servergrade processors in datacenters are 3-5 years [15] and 2-3 years for
mobile devices [8].
T
ECF
(1)
LT
The operational emissions (OPCF ) are computed as the product
of the energy consumed by running the workload on the target
hardware and the carbon intensity during the use phase (CIuse ).
CIuse enables system developers to consider the implication of
renewable energy driven platforms.
CF = OPCF +

OPCF = CIuse × Energy

(2)

To quantify the overall embodied carbon emissions (ECF ), we
categorize it on a per-component level (Er ) for each of the application processors (SoC), memory (DRAM) and, storage (SSD and
HDD) elements. Each IC incurs additional packaging overheads
(Kr ). Nr represents the ICs, including application processors, memories, and storage devices, on a hardware platform. Based on industrial environmental reports, the packaging footprint is set to

99% abatement
97% abatement
(TSMC)

95% abatement

Fab w/Taiwan power grid
Fab w/Taiwan power
grid & 25% renewable
100% renewable fab (solar)

Figure 6: Embodied carbon intensities for compute hardware
resources (i.e., SoC). Carbon footprint breakdown down into
electricity consumed by fab (top), GHG emissions from gases
and chemical emitted by fab (middle), and aggregate carbon per area (bottom). Middle and bottom show range of
carbon intensities based on varying semi-conductor fab characteristics. Data is based on industry reports and detailed
device-level characterization[33, 98, 99]
Kr = 0.15kg CO2 [93]. Below we detail the embodied emissions for
SoC’s, memory, and storage devices.
ECF = Nr Kr +

SoC, DRAM,
∑︁SSD, HDD

Er

(3)

r

The embodied carbon footprint model considers the direct environmental impact of semiconductor fabrication. However, secondary overheads such as emissions from manufacturing fabs and
building fabrication machines (e.g., EUV machines) are not considered. As such, the embodied carbon model can be treated as a lower
bound.
Application processor embodied emissions. The embodied
carbon footprint of hardware begins at the procurement of raw
materials and continues to the energy consumption and GHG emissions released during wafer processing in the fab. For an application
processor, the embodied carbon emissions, ESoC , are based on the
die area (Area) and carbon emitted per unit area manufactured
(CPA).
CPA depends on various semiconductor fab parameters including
the fab yield (0 ≤ Y ≤ 1), the energy consumed per unit area manufactured (EPA), emissions per unit area from chemicals burned (e.g.,
gases, PFCs) during hardware manufacturing (GPA), and emissions
from procuring raw materials for fab manufacturing (MPA). We
convert the energy consumed by manufacturing into carbon emissions using the carbon intensity of fabs (CIfab ), which is dependent
on the fab’s energy source (i.e. renewables vs. non-renewables).
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Figure 7: Embodied carbon emissions for varying DRAM-based memories (left), NAND Flash-based storage devices (center),
and HDD’s (right) used in ACT’s carbon footprint model. Bars in black represent characterization from device-level carbon
characterization while bars in grey represent characterization from component-level analyses. All data points are based on
industry environmental reports[42–45].
ESoC = Area × CPA
Table 2: ACT’s use-case dependent sustainability optimiza(4)
1
tion metrics. 𝐶 represents embodied carbon, 𝐸 represents
= ((CIfab × EPA + GPA + MPA) × Area)
Y
energy, 𝐷 represents delay, and 𝐴 represents area.
1
Metric
Use case
(5)
CPA = × (CIfab × EPA + GPA + MPA)
Y
EDP
Energy optimization (e.g., mobile)
Figure 6 illustrates the carbon footprint of manufacturing application processors across technology nodes from 28nm down to
3nm (x-axis). On the top, we show rising energy consumed per
unit area (EPA) based on device-level characterization [33]. The
rising energy consumption owes to more sophisticated lithographic
processes (e.g., extreme ultraviolet lithography). Similarly, Figure 6
(middle) illustrates the rising carbon emissions from chemicals and
gases (GPA) [33]. The shaded regions illustrate the lower-bound and
upper-bound of emissions based on gaseous abatement strategies
used by fabs to improve fab efficiency. Aggregating the parameters
together, Figure 6 (bottom) illustrates overall CPA across nodes.
The shaded region illustrates the upper bound, which assumes the
average Taiwan power grid, and the lower bound, which assumes
renewable energy powered fabs. Unless specified, the remainder
of this paper instantiates CPA with the solid line, which assumes
a fab powered by 25% renewable energy based on industry fab
characteristics [98, 99].
Memory and storage embodied emissions. ACT quantifies
the embodied emissions from memory and storage systems based on
the capacity of memory (CapacityDRAM ), SSD (CapacitySSD ), and
HDD (CapacityHDD ). The capacity is translated to carbon footprint
based on a carbon-per-size factor for DRAM (CPSDRAM ), HDD
(CPSHDD ), and SSD (CPSSSD ).
EDRAM = CPSDRAM × CapacityDRAM

(6)

EHDD = CPSHDD × CapacityHDD

(7)

ESSD = CPSSSD × CapacitySSD

(8)

Figure 7 illustrates the carbon-per-size for various memory and
storage devices across process technologies. The DRAM (EDRAM ),
SSD (ESSD ), and HDD (EHDD ) embodied carbon emissions are shown
on the left, middle, and right, respectively. In black we show embodied carbon characterization from semiconductor manufacturers
(e.g., SK Hynix [42–45]); in grey we show component-level analysis
from mobile (e.g., Apple [8]) and SSD vendors (e.g., Seagate [71–91],
Western Digital [26, 27]). At commensurate technology nodes, the
carbon intensity of DRAM is higher than that of SSD and HDD.

EDAP
CDP
CEP
C2 EP
CE2 P

Energy and cost optimization (e.g., mobile)
Balance CO2 and perf. (e.g., sustainable data center)
Balance CO2 and energy (e.g., sustainable mobile device)
Sustainable device dominated by embodied footprint
Sustainable device dominated by operational footprint

Across process technologies for DRAM and SSD, newer nodes exhibit lower carbon footprint per unit capacity.
Instantiating ACT’s model parameters. The core contribution of ACT is the design of a comprehensive and extensible architectural carbon footprint model shown in Figure 5. We instantiate
the model parameters (Table 1 based on state-of-the-art publicly
available carbon characterization for SoC’s, memories, and storage
devices from industry. The modeling parameters can be configured
for varying use cases to study the carbon footprint of different
systems and hardware. In addition to taking a crucial first step
in providing architectural carbon models, we hope ACT encourages industry to publish more detailed carbon characterizations to
standardize carbon footprint accounting. In particular, we imagine
additional details on energy, gas, raw material consumption, and
packaging overheads for a wider array of processing technologies
will extend ACT.

3.2

Carbon Optimization Metrics

Designing sustainable systems requires not only models to quantify emissions but also standardized optimization metrics. Thus,
along with the proposed carbon footprint model, ACT comprises
use-case dependent optimization metrics, shown in Table 2. Where
it is infeasible to quantify the lifetime carbon footprint of a hardware platform early in the design cycle, these metrics can aid designers to incorporate sustainability into hardware design space
exploration. To gain intuition we start with two frequently used
metrics by computer architects to design hardware systems: energydelay product (EDP) and energy-delay-area (EDAP) product [53].
EDP optimizes systems for operational energy consumption while
EDAP balances both operational overheads and capital manufacturing overheads [53]. Extending these metrics ACT introduces
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Aggregrate
mobile speed

(a)

(b)

• CDP balances embodied carbon emissions and performance. CDP
is relevant when designing high performance sustainable systems
such as data center hardware [28, 57].
• CEP balances embodied carbon emissions and energy consumption. Considering both capital and operational characteristics,
CEP targets sustainable mobile devices.
• C2 EP prioritizes optimizing embodied emissions over energy.
C2 EP is especially relevant when designing end-to-end sustainable mobile systems dominated by embodied emissions (e.g.,
powered by renewable or carbon-free energy).
• CE2 P prioritizes optimizing energy over embodied emissions.
CE2 P is especially relevant for systems dominated by operational
emissions (e.g., powered by “brown” energy).
Based on these carobn-aware optimization metrics, Section 4
demonstrates how designing systems for sustainability yields new
design spaces.

4

CARBON OPTIMIZATION OPENS NEW
DESIGN SPACES

Based on the ACT carbon footprint model and carbon-centric optimization targets, this section characterizes the sustainability design
space of commodity mobile platforms. We demonstrate the optimal
system in terms of environmental sustainability varies compared
to typical hardware optimization approaches focused on performance, power and energy, and area (PPA) [20, 53]. Consequently,
future hardware systems must consider environmental sustainability as a first-order design metric alongside PPA. To highlight the
distinct sustainability design space exposed by ACT, this section
comprises two main discussions. First, we compare trends in embodied emissions and area. Second, we compare ACT’s carbon-based
optimization metrics to performance and energy-centric optimization strategies.

4.1

Embodied carbon emissions versus
hardware area

While hardware area is a component of embodied emissions, there
are fundamental differences between embodied carbon and area.
For instance, fab characteristics such as renewable energy procurement (CIfab ) and yield impact embodied emissions at constant area.
Furthermore, the end-to-end carbon footprint depends not only
on embodied emissions but also operational footprint. Operational
characteristics such as the lifetime of the system, utilization, power
consumption, and availability of renewable energy during use all
play a crucial role in determining the overall carbon footprint (see
Section 3). As such, to realize sustainable systems, it is insufficient
for designers to optimize for area alone; we must go beyond to
consider end-to-end environmental impacts.

Embodied
Carbon (kg CO2)

Mobile
Energy

four new carbon optimization metrics: carbon-delay product (CDP),
carbon-energy product (CEP), carbon2 -energy product (C2 EP), and
carbon-energy2 product (CE2 P). Here, carbon (C) represents the
embodied carbon emissions.
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Figure 8: Carbon-optimization design space for commodity
mobile systems across Exynos, Snapdragon, and Kirin SoC
families. Using Geekbench-based mobile workloads, we show
the performance (a), energy (b), and embodied carbon (c) characteristics for each platform. Using the carbon-optimization
metrics we show the optimal performance, efficiency, and
sustainability-aware design vary based on use case (d).

4.2

Performance and energy versus carbon
optimization

In addition to area, we highlight the distinct hardware design
spaces available when optimizing for sustainability versus performance and energy. Figure 8 illustrates the performance, energy,
carbon, and environmental footprint of three mobile SoC families, i.e., Exynos [67–70], Snapdragon [61–65], and Kirin [38–41].
Across the three families we consider multiple generations of mobile chipsets. Performance is measured based on the geometric
mean of seven mobile Geekbench 5 workloads[34]: HTML 5 rendering, AES encryption, text compression, image compression, face
detection, speech recognition, and AI-based image classification.
For representative characterization we average performance for
each workload across 10 mobile chipsets in the wild [34]. Power
for the different mobile SoC’s is based on their TDP.
Figure 8(a) and (b) illustrate the mobile SoC performance and
energy respectively. Following intuition, newer architectures within
each SoC family have higher performance. Energy efficiency does
not monotonically increase or decrease given the interplay between
performance and power. Compared to performance and energy,
embodied carbon, as shown in Figure 8(c) follow a distinct trend
given the impact of varying process technology, SoC die area, and
DRAM capacity. In particular, the embodied carbon footprint of the
Snapdragon and Kirin processors fluctuates across SoC versions.
The varying trends highlight the distinct hardware design space
between performance, energy, and embodied carbon footprint.
Figure 8(d) quantifies the mobile SoC’s in terms of the sustainability optimization metrics discussed in Section 3.2. The y-axis is
normalized to the newest processor within each family (i.e., Exynos
9820, Snapdragon 865, Kirin 980). Across the processor families we
see varying trends between energy-centric metrics (i.e., EDP, EDAP)
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Table 3: Tenets of environmental design (e.g., reuse, reduce, recycle) motivating the example case studies showing the sustainable
hardware optimization and design space. For each case study we highlight the main ACT parameters optimized.
Sustainability Tenet
Reuse
Reduce
Recycle

Definition
Reuse systems to
amortize embodied CO2
Eliminate embodied carbon
by designing leaner systems
Enable second life of platforms and
components to amortize embodied CO2

and carbon-centric metrics (i.e., CDP, CEP, C2 EP). These differences
are highlighted by the arrows shown in Figure 8(d). Furthermore,
across all the SoC’s the optimal platform varies based on the optimization metric. The optimal hardware in terms of EDP, EDAP,
embodied carbon, CEP, and C2 EP are the Kirin 990, Snapdragon
865, Snapdragon 835, Kirin 980, and Kirin 980, respectively.
The following sections show how ACT enables sustainable system design based on the tenets of environmental design.

5

TENETS OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN:
METHOD

This section explores distinct case studies to highlight the extensibility and applicability of ACT to design sustainable systems.
Table 3 summarizes the main case studies shown in this paper.
For completeness we motivate each of the case studies based on
the three R’s of an environmentally-sustainable process: Reuse,
Reduce, Recycle [4]. For each case study we list the main ACT modeling parameters to co-optimize performance, energy, and end-toend carbon footprint.
Reuse: From a sustainability perspective, it is prudent to reuse
products. In the context of systems design, one example is reusing
hardware components for myriad applications. In this work, we consider the trade-off between general-purpose hardware and ASIC’s.
The analysis explores the trade-off between hardware/software
performance, energy efficiency, carbon, and the implication of renewable energy during system hardware manufacturing and operational use (see Section 6).
Reduce: The best way to reduce carbon footprint is to eliminate emissions production. Given the performance and efficiency
benefits of ASICs, one example of reducing emissions is designing
leaner hardware accelerators to balance performance, power, energy, and carbon. In this work we consider a particular application
domain—mobile AI inference. The analysis explores the trade-off
between performance, energy, process technology, and accelerator
area (see Section 7).
Recycle: Finally, recycling systems and individual hardware
components into future systems further eliminates wasted carbon
in discarded hardware. Recycling introduces new challenges and
opportunities including the design of modular and repairable computing platforms [12] and enabling second-life of systems and components. Enabling second-life requires future-proofing hardware
to provide sufficient performance on emerging applications, and
improving hardware reliability. The analysis explores the trade-off
between operational and embodied emissions by enabling secondlife and extending hardware lifetimes. We focus on storage through
improved reliability lifetimes of mobile systems (see Section 8).

Example case study
Balance general purpose hardware with
application specific hardware (Section 6)
Designing learner accelerators
for salient application like AI (Section 7)
Extending hardware lifetime
by improving reliability (Section 8)

6

ACT model parameters
CIuse , Energy,
T, CIfab
Energy, T,
p, SoCarea
OPCF ,
EmbCF , LT, SSDcapacity

REUSE CASE STUDY: BALANCING GENERAL
PURPOSE AND SPECIALIZED HARDWARE

In the context of sustainable systems, reuse introduces new, fundamental trade-offs between programmable and application-specific
compute substrates. In a post-Moore’s law era, computer systems
and architecture researchers have turned to specialization to continue scaling performance and efficiency for salient applications.
Despite their performance and energy benefits, ASICs require manufacturing additional hardware which exacerbates embodied emissions. On the other hand, general purpose hardware can be reused
across applications, amortizing embodied emissions at lower performance and efficiency. This section explores this trade-off between
general purpose and specialized hardware. Using mobile AI inference as a driving example, we consider the impact of provisioning
mobile systems with programmable CPUs versus GPU-based and
DSP-based co-processors. The optimal system design varies based
on the availability of renewable energy during manufacturing and
use — ”green” fabs favor specialization while renewable energy during operation favors general purpose compute. Going further, we
show designing more programmable accelerators, such as FPGAs,
offers a promising balance between performance, efficiency, and
sustainability.

6.1

Mobile system provisioning

Table 4 illustrates the inference latency, power, operational carbon footprint per inference, and overall embodied emissions for a
Snapdragon 845 mobile SoC [29, 63]. The analysis considers three
cases: SoC based on programmable CPUs, augmenting the CPU
with a GPU, and augmenting the CPU with a DSP. The estimation
for operational and embodied emissions assumes the average carbon intensity of the United States (e.g., 300g CO2 per kWh) [1]
and average fab characteristics based on the ACT model (refer to
Section 3).
The optimal hardware configuration depends optimization target and use case. As expected, the GPU and DSP achieve 1.08× and
2.2× lower energy per inference than the CPU, yielding similar
operational carbon footprint reductions. Unfortunately, the efficiency improvements come at the expense of embodied emissions.
Compared to CPUs, the GPU’s and DSP’s additional silicon area
increases the embodied footprint by 1.9× and 1.8×, respectively.
Given the energy efficiency improvements of GPUs and DSPs, offsetting the additional embodied footprint requires an average lifetime
utilization (i.e., reuse frequency) higher than 5% and 1%, respectively. These reuse frequencies linearly increase in the presence of
renewable energy during operation—for example, with solar the
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Table 4: Mobile AI inference latency, power, operational footprint, and embodied footprint of a CPU, GPU, and DSP. CPU’s
are carbon optimal while co-processors are efficiency optimal.
Hardware
Latency Power
OPCF
ECF
CPU
6.0 ms
6.6W 3.3 𝜇g CO2
253 g CO2
DSP(+CPU)
12.1 ms
2.9W
3.1𝜇g CO2 205 (+253)g CO2
GPU(+CPU)
9.2 ms
2.0W
1.5𝜇g CO2 189 (+253)g CO2
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Figure 9: Using the proposed ACT carbon metrics, the optimal hardware design point varies. For embodied carboncentric optimization targets, the CPU-based SoC is optimal
due to lower manufacturing overheads (left). For operational
carbon-centric optimization targets, the DSP-based SoC is optimal given the energy efficiency benefits of the co-processor.

GPU requires an average 35% utilization, well beyond the typical
usage behavior of mobile platforms [32].
Carbon-optimization trade-offs. We use ACT’s carbon-aware
optimization targets to summarize the use-case dependent hardware design strategies. Figure 9 illustrates the design space between
the mobile CPU, GPU, and DSP based on the proposed carbonoptimization targets; results are normalized to the CPU-only design.
The CPU-based SoC incurs the lowest manufacturing overheads
given the lower die area; as such, the general purpose system is
optimal for embodied carbon-centric optimization metrics, CDP
and C2 EP. On the other hand, the DSP-based SoC is optimal for
operational carbon-centric optimization targets, CEP and CE2 P,
given the energy efficiency improvements. Recall, the choice of
optimization target may depend on the availability of renewable
energy.
Impact of renewable energy during fabrication and operational use. Figure 10 illustrates the impact of varying carbon
intensities and renewable energy during hardware manufacturing
and operational use on the overall carbon footprint of the CPU,
GPU, and DSP-based SoC’s. To survey the space, we separately
explore the impact of renewable energy during use (top) and manufacturing (bottom). The top assumes fixed hardware manufacturing
overheads based on the average power grid in Taiwan. The bottom
assumes fixed operational overheads based on a renewable energy
grid. The y-axis illustrates the embodied and operational emissions
per-AI inference, assuming a 3-year lifetime.
Overall, the optimal hardware design, between programmable
and reusable versus specialized hardware, varies based on the availability of renewable energy during manufacturing and use. With
increasing renewable energy during operation, going from coal
to carbon-free, the optimal provisioning decision changes from
more specialized DSP’s to generalized CPU’s with 1.8× reduction
(Figure 10 (top)). Intuitively, the co-processors optimize operational

Operational CO2

CPU GPU DSP

Coal

CPU GPU DSP

Taiwan grid

CPU GPU DSP

Renewable

CPU GPU DSP

Carbon Free

Carbon intensity of semi-conductor manufacturing

Figure 10: Varying carbon intensities during manufacturing
(CIfab ) and use (CIuse ). With increasing renewable energy
during operation, the optimal hardware design point shifts
from specialized (DSP) to general purpose (CPU) hardware
given the reduced impact of energy efficiency optimization
on overall carbon (top). With increasing renewable energy
during manufacturing, the optimal design shifts from general purpose to specialized hardware given the lower embodied overhead of implementing co-processors (bottom).
energy efficiency but benefits are mitigated in the presence of operational renewable energy since use-phase emissions account for a
smaller fraction of the total footprint. On the other hand, Figure 10
(bottom) shows that, with increasing renewable energy, going from
coal to carbon-free fabs, the optimal provisioning decision changes
from general purpose CPU’s to DSP’s. Evidently, the additional
manufacturing footprint of co-processors is reduced with “green”
semiconductor fabs. As such, we imagine one way to design sustainable platforms for target markets more broadly, is for mobile
vendors to offer different chipsets to users based on the fab characteristics and availability of renewable energy in the field.

6.2

Re-configurable hardware accelerators

Apart from provisioning systems to balance general purpose and
specialized accelerators, designing re-configurable accelerators can
maximize reuse across applications. Therefore, we build off of an
example case study designing hardware for mobile SoC’s [50, 102]
to understand the performance, efficiency, and sustainability tradeoffs across general purpose compute, specialized ASICs, and reconfigurable accelerators. Figure 11 illustrates the performance
and efficiency of three applications—FIR, AES encryption, and AI
inference—on dual core ARM A53 CPUs (“CPU”), specialized AI
ASIC (“Accel”), and an embedded FPGA (“FPGA”) [104].
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FIR
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CPU Accel FPGA

AI

CPU

CDP
CE2P

Geo mean

Accel FPGA

Figure 11: Based on the efficiency and carbon requirements
the optimal hardware varies in terms of programmable
CPU’s, specialized ASIC’s (Accel), and reconfigurable ASIC’s
(e.g., FPGA). Compared to CPU and Accel, an FPGA offers
significant performance benefit across various applications
such as FIR, AES, AI inference (top). Accel provides the highest energy efficiency for AI (bottom left). CPUs incur the
lowest embodied footprint (bottom right).

The optimal hardware design—CPU versus ASIC versus FPGA—
varies based on the optimization target. In terms of performance,
Figure 11 (top) shows ASIC achieves 26× higher AI performance
than CPU but relies on the general purpose host processor to run
remaining applications. Reconfigurable FPGA achieves 50×, 80×,
and 24× higher performance than CPU, a geometric mean improvement of 45×. On the other hand, Figure 11 (bottom left) shows in
terms of AI efficiency, ASIC is optimal providing 44× and 5× energy
reduction per inference compared to CPU and FPGA, respectively.
Finally, Figure 11 (bottom right) shows that in terms of embodied
emissions, CPU incurs 1.3× and 1.8× lower footprint compared to
ASIC and FPGA-based designs. Putting it all together, when designing SoC’s for a variety of workloads, reconfigurable FPGA’s offer
a promising substrate providing both specialization and reuse to
balance performance, efficiency, and carbon. In fact, across CDP,
CEP, CE2 P, C2 EP, FPGA outperforms CPU and ASIC-based designs.
However, when designing domain-specific SoC’s for salient applications, such as AI, specialized ASICs provide higher performance
and efficiency at lower carbon footprint.
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REDUCE CASE STUDY: DESIGNING
APPLICATION-SPECIFIC HARDWARE

Designing leaner specialized accelerators can reduce the footprint
of hardware systems, where we minimize embodied carbon emissions while meeting the QoS targets set by applications. Given the
benefits of specialized hardware for AI we saw earlier, this section
studies the performance, efficiency, and sustainability design space
of neural-processing units (NPU) based on an example NVIDIA
Deep Learning Accelerator (NVDLA) [2]. First, we demonstrate
that the optimal hardware design varies based on the optimization
target (e.g., performance, efficiency, or carbon). Next, we show designing AI accelerators to meet a performance-driven QoS target
of 30 FPS for image processing while minimizing embodied carbon
footprints, yields up to 3× lower footprints than the performance

Figure 12: Design space for specialized AI accelerator based
on NVDLA [2]. Varying the compute intensity (x-axis) we
show the optimal design point for performance and EDP
(left) varies compared to carbon-aware optimization metrics
(right). Compared to the performance optimal design (2048
MACs), optimizing directly for sustainability reduces the
carbon targets by up to 10×.

and energy optimal configurations. Finally, we show hardware designers must be wary of Jevons paradox—the benefits of efficiency
improvements are often overshadowed by increasing application
demands. We find while AI accelerators in newer process nodes
achieve higher efficiency, they also incur higher embodied emissions. Therefore, to curb and reduce the growing footprint from
hardware advancement, designers must design systems under strict
resource-budget.
Carbon-aware AI ASIC optimization. Following the reuse
analysis we find the optimal design point for AI accelerators varies
across optimization targets. Figure 12 illustrates the impact of varying compute resources (i.e., parallelism) on performance and EDP
(left) as well as carbon-aware optimization metrics (right) of a 16nm
NVDLA based NPU [2]. Intuitively, the most parallel and computeintensive design (2048 MACs) achieves the optimal performance
and EDP. However, the optimal configuration for CDP, CE2 P, CEP,
C2 EP are 1024, 512, 256, 128 MACs, respectively. This is due to the
successively increasing embodied carbon overhead in more parallel
hardware designs. Compared to the most parallel configuration,
designing the accelerator based on the sustainability target reduces
the carbon-aware optimization target by up to an order of magnitude. Accordingly, even when designing ASIC’s for performance
and efficiency, computer architects must consider sustainability as
a first-order target.
QoS-driven sustainability design. To reduce embodied footprints we must design leaner systems to meet application-driven
performance targets while minimizing hardware resources. Figure 13 (left) illustrates the trade-off between inference throughput
versus embodied carbon footprint across a range of NVDLA designs
comprising 64 to 2048 MAC’s in powers of 2. To achieve a QoS target of 30 FPS, we find the hardware design incurring the minimum
embodied-carbon footprint (16g CO2 ) comprises 256 MACs. On the
other hand, the performance and energy optimal configurations
incur 3.3× and 1.4× higher embodied emissions. This overhead
owes to over-provisioning hardware as the performance and energy optimal points achieve 9× and 3× higher throughput than
the QoS target. Therefore, designing leaner systems based on strict
application-requirement is crucial to sustainable computing.
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1mm2
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Figure 13: To reduce hardware footprint we must design
leaner systems to minimize emissions while meeting QoS
targets. (Left) Setting a QoS-target of 30 FPS, we find the optimal hardware configuration in terms of performance incurs
a 3× higher footprint compared to the carbon-optimal design. (Right) Setting an area-based resource constraint we
find newer technology nodes (28nm to 16nm) incur a roughly
30% higher footprint.
Resource constrained sustainability design. To reduce the rising embodied footprints overheads, in addition to QoS-constrained
carbon optimization, we must also design systems within strict
resource budgets to protect against rising overheads from Jevons
paradox. Figure 13 (right) illustrates the trade-off between area (xaxis) and embodied carbon footprint for a 28nm and 16nm NVDLAbased NPU across a designs comprising 64 to 2048 MAC’s in powers
of 2. With two example resource constraints, 1mm2 and 2mm2 we
show the optimal hardware configurations and their corresponding
embodied carbon footprints. Within these resource constraints, going from 28nm to the newer 16nm technology node increases the
embodied carbon footprint of the accelerator by 33% at 1mm2 and
28% at 2mm2 . The increase in carbon footprint demonstrates the
impact of Jevons paradox [5]; while improving technology nodes
should lower the overall footprint, in practice the reductions are
overshadowed by deploying more advanced systems with higher
efficiencies.

RECYCLE CASE STUDY: EXTENDING
HARDWARE LIFETIMES

The final tenet is recycling systems and components to enable
second-life and eliminate wasted embodied emissions from unused
resources. Recycling systems is a broad challenge that requires
designing modular devices and extending hardware lifetimes. This
section considers the sustainability implications of extending hardware lifetimes. Generally, extending hardware lifetimes can minimize embodied emissions as fewer systems are produced over time.
Unfortunately, longer lifetimes may also degrade overall carbon
footprint. Older hardware components exhibit lower performance
and energy efficiency compared to state-of-the-art platforms, leading to higher operational emissions. Furthermore, extending lifetimes also requires improving hardware reliability characteristics
which may incur higher operational and embodied emissions. Hardware design processes must consider the target lifetime of systems
to balance operational and embodied emissions.
Extending mobile lifetime to balance life-cycle emissions.
The design space of extending hardware lifetime and its impact
on environmental footprint is complex given evolving factors that

Kirin

Geomean

Qualcomm

33%

2mm2
target

30 FPS
target

Energy
opt.

Snapdragon

28%

CO2 opt.
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Figure 14: Hardware advancements yield a 1.21× annual energy efficiency improvement across a host of workloads on
mobile SoC’s (left). Extending mobile lifetimes reduces embodied carbon emissions over time but degrades operational
emissions, as annual energy efficiencies are sacrificed (right).
For example, over a 10 year period we find the optimal lifetime for mobile SoC’s to be around 5 years, lowering the
overall footprint by 1.26× compared to current average lifetimes of 2-3 years.
impact the computing landscape; such as, the evolution of workload demands and characteristics, varying availability of renewable
energy over time, varying user behaviors interacting with their
devices, and varying performance hardware performance across
generations. To constrain the design space for the purposes of this
recycling study, we assume fixed workloads, renewable energy, and
user behaviors. The study then focuses on the trade-off between operational efficiency improvements and embodied carbon overheads
of mobile devices.
Figure 14 (left) illustrates the annual energy efficiency improvement for mobile SoC’s. The analysis considers generations of Snapdragon [61–65], Exynos [67–70], and Kirin [38–41] SoC’s and Geekbench-based mobile workloads (see Section 3.2). The average annual
energy efficiency improvement is 21%.
Figure 14 (right) illustrates the impact of varying mobile lifetimes on their overall carbon—embodied (black) and operational
(red) footprints of mobile IC’s—over an example 10 year period.
On the horizontal axis we vary the hardware lifetime; one year
represents frequent hardware replacement while ten years represents infrequent replacement. Distinctly, extending hardware
lifetime leads to lower embodied emissions as users acquire fewer
mobile devices. However, extending lifetime leads to a degradation in operational emissions given the lower energy efficiency of
older systems compared to state-of-the-art platforms available in
the market. Hence, we analyze the interplay between lowering embodied emissions and raising operational emissions, which yields
an optimal trade-off point around 5 years for the example SoC’s.
Compared to current lifetimes of 2-3 years, enabling second-life
and extending hardware lifetimes reduce overall carbon footprint
by up to 1.26×. Similarly, Sharhad et al. analyzed the total cost of
ownership benefit of deploying decommissioned mobile devices as
cheap and energy-efficient servers versus conventional servers [92].
Enabling longer lifetimes requires designers to carefully consider
architectural characteristics, such as future proofing hardware to
provide sufficient QoS and ensuring hardware reliability.
Improving SSD reliability to extend hardware lifetime.
As an example of the impact of improving hardware reliability
on recycling and system carbon footprint, we consider SSD-based
storage systems. Based on SSD failures in the field, recent work [56]
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Figure 15: Extending hardware lifetimes to enable second-life
(e.g., recycling) requires improving hardware reliability. We
consider the impact of over provisioning SSD’s to improve
reliability and lifetime. The top shows the impact of increasing over provisioning on device write-amplification, which
together determine the device lifetime. The bottom varies
over provisioning ratios to extend lifetime, decreasing SSD’s
embodied footprints. Enabling second-life requires increasing the over provisioning ratio from 16% to 34%.

not only depend on workload and hardware characteristics but also
semiconductor fabrication and environmental factors. Therefore,
the computer system and architecture community must look beyond the efficiency advances from the last two decades towards
the environmental impact of end-to-end hardware life cycles, including both manufacturing and operational use. To push the frontiers
of sustainable system design, we propose our architectural carbon modelling tool ACT. Through three-principled case studies,
we demonstrate designing systems and hardware for PPA versus
sustainability yields unique solutions.
We summarize the main takeaways using ACT:
• Future system and hardware design cycles must consider sustainability as a first-order design metric alongside performance,
power, area, and energy.
• Reducing the carbon footprint of systems requires architects to
design leaner systems based on QoS requirements and identify
the growing emissions with Jevon’s paradox.
• Reusing hardware components to amortize emissions requires
balancing general purpose and specialized architectures and improving overall hardware utilization.
• Recycling systems requires future proofing systems to preserve
operational efficiency as workloads evolve and improving hardware reliability to extend hardware lifetimes.

models the lifetime of storage systems as:
Lifetime (years) =

PEC × (1 + PF)
365 × DWPD × WA × Rcompress

. Where PEC represents the the program-erase-cycles, PF represents
the over provisioning factor, DWPD represents the number of full
physical disk writes per day, WA represents the write amplification
factor, and Rcompress represents the storage compression rate. Based
on prior work, we fix PEC, DWPD, and Rcompress [56]. Figure 15
(top) illustrates the impact of varying PF (x-axis) on the required WA
factor (black) for realistic SSD systems. Together the two determine
the SSD lifetime (red). Intuitively, increasing the degree of overprovisioning protects storage systems from long term failures and
extends hardware lifetime. Unfortunately, over provisioning also
incurs higher embodied carbon footprint given the higher storage
capacity.
Figure 15 (right) illustrates the impact of hardware reliability (i.e.,
over-provisioning SSD’s) on the overall embodied footprint based
on the ACT carbon model for storage devices (see Section 3). The
y-axis illustrates the embodied footprint normalized to a baseline PF
of 4%. We find for single mobile lifetime of about 2 years, the optimal
over-provisioning factor is 16%; additional reliability guards incur
higher capacity and exacerbate embodied emissions. Extending
hardware lifetime to a second life reduces the embodied footprint
by 1.8×; however, this requires increasing the over-provisioning
factor to 34%. Improving reliability support and hardware lifetimes
is crucial to allow systems and components to be recycled and
re-purposed in future platforms.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the rising ubiquity of computing, there is a pressing need to
focus on innovating more environmentally sustainable computing
technologies. Optimal system design and optimization strategies

We hope this work lays the foundation for future investment
from the systems and architecture communities to design environmentallysustainable systems.
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A

APPENDIX

To enable further investigation into carbon-aware system design,
we describe, ACT, the proposed architectural carbon model in detail and the configurable parameters within it. We summarize the
carbon intensity of energy sources (e.g., coal, solar, wind) and of
geographic locations used in this paper. Next, we enumerate the
embodied carbon intensities for memory, storage (e.g., SSD, HDD),
and application processors. We provide the operational and embodied carbon intensities corresponding to ACT’s modeling parameters
in Table 1. Finally, we compare ACT’s embodied carbon estimates
to mobile and server scale LCA’s.

A.1

Operational carbon intensities

Table 5 summarizes the average carbon intensity of energy generation based on various energy sources including coal, gas, solar,
hydro-power, nuclear, and wind. Table 6 summarizes the average
carbon intensity of energy generation based on geographic locations across the world. While these are average values, carbon
intensity can fluctuate over time. Depending on the use case, the
carbon intensity values represent the CI𝑢𝑠𝑒 and CI 𝑓 𝑎𝑏 parameters
of Table 1.
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Table 5: Carbon efficiency of various energy sources.
Source

Carbon intensity
(g CO2 /kWh)

Energy-payback
time (months)

Coal
Gas
Biomass
Solar
Geothermal
Hydropower
Nuclear
Wind

820
490
230
41
38
24
12
11

2 [101]
1 [101]
∼12 [54]
∼36 [49]
72 [52]
∼12–36 [100, 101]
2 [101]
≤12 [18]

Table 10: Embodied carbon of SSD storage [26, 27, 83, 84, 91]

Table 6: Global carbon efficiency to produce energy [1, 17, 37].
Geographic
average

Carbon intensity
(g CO2 / kWh)

Dominant
energy source

World
India
Australia
Taiwan
Singapore
United States
Europe
Brazil
Iceland

301
725
597
583
495
380
295
82
28

–
Coal/gas
Coal
Coal/gas
Gas
Coal/gas
–
Wind/hydropower
Hydropower

Energy per area
(kWh/cm2 )

28
20
14
10
7
7-EUV
7-EUV-DP
5nm
3nm

0.90
1.2
1.2
1.475
1.52
2.15
2.15
2.75
2.75

Gas per area (g CO2 /cm2 )
(95% abated) (99% abated)
175
190
200
240
350
350
350
430
470

100
110
125
150
200
200
200
225
275

Table 8: Embodied carbon of raw material procurement.
Source

Embodied Carbon
(g CO2 / cm2 )

LCA [19]

500

Technology node

Embodied Carbon
(g CO2 /GB)

50nm DDR3
40nm DDR3
30nm DDR3
30nm LPDDR3
20nm LPDDR3
20nm LPDDR2
LPDDR4
10nm DDR4

600
315
230
201
184
159
48
65

Embodied Carbon
(g CO2 /GB)

30nm NAND
20nm NAND
10nm NAND
1z NAND TLC
V3 NAND TLC
Western Digital 2016
Western Digital 2017
Western Digital 2018
Western Digital 2019
Seagate Nytro 1551
Seagate Nytro 3530
Seagate Nytro 3331

30
15
10
5.6
6.3
24.4
17.9
12.5
10.7
3.95
6.21
16.92

A.2

Technology

Type

Embodied Carbon
(g CO2 /GB)

BarraCuda
BarraCuda2
BarraCuda Pro
FireCuda
FireCuda 2
Exos2x14
Exosx12
Exosx16
Exos15e900
Exos10e2400

Consumer
Consumer
Consumer
Consumer
Consumer
Enterprise
Enterprise
Enterprise
Enterprise
Enterprise

4.57
10.32
2.35
5.1
9.1
1.65
1.14
1.33
20.5
10.3

Embodied carbon intensities

Table 7 summarizes the embodied carbon parameters, energy per
area (EPA) and gas per area (GPA), for application processor manufacturing, from 28nm to 3nm process nodes. Table 8 summarizes the
materials per area (MPA) based on characterization from life-cycle
analyses [19]. Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11 summarize the embodied carbon footprint for DRAM, SSD and HDD storage technologies,
respectively.

A.3

Table 9: Embodied carbon of DRAM storage.

Technology

Table 11: Embodied carbon of Seagate’s HDD storage [71–
73, 78, 79, 82, 85–88]

Table 7: Embodied carbon parameters, EPA and GPA, for
application processor manufacturing [33].
Process
node
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ACT comparison

We compare ACT’s embodied carbon estimates with the LCA-based
results of existing systems, i.e., Dell R740 [22], Apple iPhone [8],
and Fairphone 3 [60]. While LCA tools are widely-used in industry
to quantify the environmental footprint of products, the primary
purpose of the LCA is to generate environmental product reports
but not directly for system and hardware design space exploration. It
is, however, useful to see the comparison between ACT’s estimates
and the LCA-based results for the ICs — memory, storage, CPU, and
other ICs — in Table 12. We present the actual hardware parameters
used by the Dell R740 system, the Fairphone 3, and the Apple iPhone
in the Actual HW node column whereas the columns of LCA
node, ACT node 1, and ACT node 2 present the hardware nodes
used for the LCA and for the ACT model, respectively. W e attempt
to model the hardware process used for the LCA using ACT node
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Table 12: IC LCA and ACT comparison.
IC

Device
Dell R740
Fairphone 3
Apple iPhone

RAM

Dell R740 31TB
Flash

Dell R740 400GB

Actual HW node
10nm DDR4
14nm LPDDR4
iPhone 11 - 10nm CPU
10nm NAND
10nm DDR4
10nm NAND
10nm DDR4

Fairphone 3
Flash + RAM
CPU
Other ICs

Fairphone 3
Dell R740
Fairphone 3
Fairphone 3

LCA node
50nm DDR3
50nm DDR3
45nm NAND
50nm RAM
45nm NAND
50nm RAM

10nm NAND

50nm

10nm NAND
14nm LPDDR4
14nm
14nm
14nm

50nm NAND
50nm RAM
32nm
32nm
32nm

Breakdown by category

LCA CO2
533 kg
see Flash + RAM
0.56 kg
3373 kg
67 kg
see Flash + RAM
11 kg
47 kg
1.07 kg
5.3 kg

ACT node 1
50nm DDR3
50nm DDR3
10nm NAND
30nm NAND
50nm DDR3
30nm NAND
50nm DDR3

ACT CO2
64 kg
0.5 kg
0.48 kg

1440 kg

V3 TLC

583 kg

V3 TLC

14 kg

63 kg
2.3 kg

30nm NAND
50nm RAM
28nm
28nm
28nm

5.2 kg
22 kg
0.9 kg
5.6 kg

3V3 TLC
1Xnm LPDDR4
V3 TLC
1Xnm LPDDR4
14nm
14nm
14nm

Camera

Top module

Display

Bottom module

PCBs
Connectors

0.9 kg
27 kg
1.1 kg
6.2 kg

Ram & Flash
PCBs

Flex boards
Connectors

Others

Packaging

0.9 kg

Breakdown of core module

ICs
Battery

ACT node 2
10nm DDR4
1Xnm DDR4
V3 TLC

30nm NAND

Breakdown by component

Core module

ACT CO2
329 kg
2.9 kg
0.6 kg

Electronic
components
Flex Boards

Other ICs

Passive
Components

Processor

Figure 16: Breakdown of Fairphone 3 LCA by (a) category of module, (b) component-type, and (c) of core module.
Dell R740 LCA

SSD

Fans
Chassis
PWB Mixed
PSU
Mainboard

Dell R740 Mainboard

PWB

CPU + Housing
Mainboard
connectors

Transport

Figure 17: Breakdown of Dell R740 LCA.
1 while ACT node 2 is representative of the actual hardware node
of the existing devices.
We summarize the latest efforts on carbon footprint analysis for
server systems and for consumer electronics using state-of-the-art
LCA and the proposed ACT framework. It is evident that the gap
between the LCA-based carbon cost estimates and ACT’s is nonnegligible. We hypothesize the difference to come from the lack
of up-to-date carbon emission data for the latest compute, memory, and storage technologies. The best-available, comprehensive

environmental footprint study for semiconductors is Life-Cycle
Assessment of Semiconductors [19]. The database and analysis is,
however, dated, covering process technologies of CMOS (350nm to
32nm), DRAM (150nm to 57nm), and 2D NAND (150nm to 45nm).
In comparison, the Dell R740 system features Intel 14nm Xeon
CPUs, 1z-nm DDR4 (the third generation 10nm-class manufacturing technology) and 10nm NAND-based SSD storage. Furthermore,
key semiconductor fab characteristics, such as carbon intensity
of power grids used by hardware manufacturing, yield and efficiency, are evolving over time and vary by manufacturer, facility,
and product line.
Figure 16 illustrates the carbon footprint breakdown over the
system components for Fairphone 3 whereas Figure 17 illustrates
the carbon footprint breakdown for the Dell R740 system. While
IC’s (e.g., processors, memory, storage) account for the majority
of embodied emissions—roughly 70% for Fairphone 3 and 80% for
Dell R740—other components have a non-negligible impact. As
ACT enables research to characterize and optimize the architectural
carbon emissions from IC’s, designers should be careful in using
ACT in reporting emissions for end-to-end mobile and server-class
computing platforms.
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